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Avatar: The Last Airbender - The Rift Part 2 2014-07-29 team avatar find themselves up to their necks in trouble as mysterious forces
threaten to destroy land once sacred to the airbenders while aang journeys to the spirit world in search of clues toph faces off against
her own past the official continuation of airbender from its creators michael dante dimartino and bryan konietzko avatar the last airbender
the search continues to top the sales charts the perfect companion to the legend of korra
Avatar: The Last Airbender - The Search Part 1 2013-03-19 for years fans of avatar the last airbender and the legend of korra have burned
with one question what happened to fire lord zuko s mother finding a clue at last zuko enlists the aid of team avatar and the most unlikely
ally of all to help uncover the biggest secret of his life this is the perfect companion to the legend of korra the official continuation
of airbender from its creators
Avatar: The Last Airbender - The Search Part 3 2013-11-12 avatar aang travels to the spirit world to parley with an ancient power bringing
fire lord zuko ever closer to discovering the truth about his mother s fate and his own past yet zuko s sister azula is becoming
increasingly dangerous threatening to ruin everything that zuko aang katara and sokka have struggled to achieve on their search the
official continuation of airbender from its creators michael dante dimartino and bryan konietzko
Avatar: The Last Airbender--The Promise Omnibus 2020-06-30 aang and friends must join together once again as the four nations tenuous peace
is threatened by an impasse between fire lord zuko and earth king kuei as the world heads toward another devastating war aang s friendship
with zuko throws him into the middle of the conflict available for the first time in omnibus format this volume collects parts 1 3 of
avatar the last airbender the promise this is the official continuation of the hit nickelodeon tm series
Avatar: The Last Airbender - The Rift Part 3 2014-11-18 written and drawn by the creative team behind the best sellingthe promise and the
search in collaboration with the creators ofavatar the last airbender and the legend of korra this is the ultimate continuation of avatar
and the perfect companion tokorra the official continuation of airbender from its creators as with much of what the show and comic series
have done it s nothing like what i expected and is still so satisfying fandom post
Avatar: The Last Airbender - The Promise Part 3 2012-09-25 avatar the last airbender creators michael dante dimartino and bryan konietzko
bring the promise to its explosive conclusion the harmony restoration movement has failed and the four nations are plunged back into war in
the midst of the battle can aang and fire lord zuko mend the rift between them or will aang be forced to take actions that can t be undone
written by eisner winner and national book award nominee gene luen yang american born chinese and drawn by gurihiru thor and the warriors
four this is the adventure avatar fans have been craving
Avatar: The Last Airbender - The Search Part 2 2013-07-23 in search of their long lost mother fire lord zuko and his deadly and insane
sister azula have brought avatar aang and his friends into a mysterious forest but what they discover within may be more than they can face
will they too be lost in these woods forever perfect companion to legend of korra the official continuation of airbender from its creators
a fantastic glimpse into the post series universe bleeding cool
Avatar: The Last Airbender - The Promise Part 1 2013-07-02 the wait is over ever since the conclusion of avatar the last airbender its
millions of fans have been hungry for more and it s finally here this series of digests rejoins aang and friends for exciting new
adventures beginning with a faceoff against the fire nation that threatens to throw the world into another war testing all of aang s powers
and ingenuity the continuation of airbender and the link to its upcoming sequel legend of korra written by gene luen yang author of the
national book award nominated american born chinese
Avatar: The Last Airbender - The Promise Part 2 2012-05-29 aang and katara are working tirelessly for peace when an impasse between fire
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lord zuko and earth king kuei over fire nation colonies within the borders of the earth nation threatens to plunge the world back into war
meanwhile sokka must help toph prepare her hapless first class of metalbending students to defend their school against a rival class of
firebenders written by eisner winner and national book award nominee gene luen yang american born chinese
Avatar: The Last Airbender--The Search Omnibus 2020-10-27 immediately following the avatar s adventures chronicled in the promise this
remarkable omnibus that collects parts 1 3 of the search from airbender creators michael dante dimartino and bryan konietzko for years fans
of avatar the last airbender and the legend of korra have burned with one question what happened to fire lord zuko s mother finding a clue
at last zuko enlists the aid of team avatar and the most unlikely ally of all to help uncover the biggest secret of his life
Avatar: The Last Airbender The Art of the Animated Series (Second Edition) 2020-11-24 the animated series avatar the last airbender has
inspired millions of fans and industry professionals alike now to celebrate the anniversary of the show s first airing comes this deluxe
second edition of avatar the last airbender the art of the animated series join series creators bryan konietzko and michael dante dimartino
for an unprecedented behind the scenes look at hundreds of pieces of concept design and production art from the show you ll be taken on a
guided tour through the development of this smash hit television series in this deluxe edition that includes stunning new cover art by
bryan konietzko with an extra special cover treatment eight pages of new material plus an all new introduction by award winning avatar the
last airbender comics series writer gene luen yang
Avatar: The Last Airbender - Smoke and Shadow Part One 2015-10-06 the fire nation is threatened by a prophecy told by the kemurikage
mysterious figures thought only to exist in legend remove zuko from the throne or the country will perish avatar aang and his friends
escort zuko and his family back to the capitol completely unaware of the looming threat growing in the city unrest is brewing as the new
ozai society prepares to make its move against the crown and children begin to go missing from their homes under mysterious circumstances
written and drawn by the creative team behind the best selling the promise the search and the rift gene luen yang and gurihiru in
collaboration with avatar the last airbender and legend of korra creators michael dante dimartino and bryan konietzko this is the ultimate
continuation of avatar and the perfect companion to legend of korra
Avatar: The Last Airbender--The Rift Omnibus 2021-02-23 1 new york times graphic novel bestseller avatar aang and friends honor an air
nomad holiday that hasn t been celebrated in over one hundred years but when cryptic visits from the spirit of avatar yangchen lead aang to
a refinery operating on land sacred to the airbenders they soon find themselves in peril as a dangerously powerful ancient spirit awakens
with vengeance and destruction on its mind this omnibus collects the rift parts 1 3 continuing the long running official continuation of
the hit nickelodeon animated series avatar the last airbender
Avatar: The Last Airbender - The Rift Part 1 2014-03-18 avatar aang asks his friends to help him honor yangchen s festival one of the
highest air nomad holidays which hasn t been celebrated in over one hundred years but cryptic visits from the spirit of avatar yangchen
herself lead aang to discover a jointly owned fire nation and earth kingdom refinery operating on land sacred to the airbenders is this the
cause of the pollution aang finds there or is a more mysterious menace afoot the official continuation of airbender from the original
series creators continues to top the sales charts the perfect companion to the legend of korra one of the best new pop culture mythologies
to debut in the last decade kotaku a fantastic glimpse into the post series universe bleeding cool
Avatar: The Last Airbender - The Lost Adventures 2013-07-02 for three years millions of eager fans tuned in to watch new episodes of
nickelodeon s hit animated series avatar the last airbender ever since fans have been hungry for more and now their wait is finally over
this volume collects the long out of print fan favorite comics previously published in nickelodeon magazine and with the airbender dvds
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plus over seventy brand new comics pages that s twenty six stories set in airbender continuity by a host of top notch talent many of whom
worked on the original animated series a must have for any airbender fan twenty six in continuity stories plus bonus content the latest
release in an ongoing partnership between nickelodeon and dark horse to bring you the very best in airbender books
Avatar: The Last Airbender--North and South Part Two 2017-02-07 after attempting to kidnap katara and sokka southerner gilak leaves a
haunting note for hakoda soon you will see the truth chieftain the vow leaves everyone on edge including katara who remains wary of the two
tribes integration as northerner malina announces a partnership with the company owned by toph beifong s father her own brother comes
forward to defame her have katara s worst fears been confirmed written and drawn by the creative team behind the best selling the search
the rift and smoke and shadow gene luen yang and gurihiru in collaboration with avatar the last airbender and legend of korra creators
michael dante dimartino and bryan konietzko this is the ultimate continuation of avatar and the perfect companion to legend of korra
Avatar: The Last Airbender-Smoke and Shadow Part Three 2016-04-12 children are disappearing in the fire nation capitol avatar aang and his
friends are doing everything in their power to save them but will it be enough what s worse when azula the mad sister of fire lord zuko
appears on the scene zuko locks down the capitol to catch her igniting fear and riots in the streets will zuko follow in his evil father s
footsteps in order to save those he holds dear written and drawn by the creative team behind the best selling the promise the search and
the rift gene luen yang and gurihiru in collaboration with avatar the last airbender and legend of korra creators michael dante dimartino
and bryan konietzko this is the ultimate continuation of avatar and the perfect companion to legend of korra
Avatar: The Last Airbender - The Rift Library Edition 2015-02-24 avatar aang and friends honor an air nomad holiday that hasn t been
celebrated in over one hundred years but when cryptic visits from the spirit of avatar yangchen lead aang to a refinery operating on land
sacred to the airbenders they soon find themselves in peril as a dangerously powerful ancient spirit awakens with vengeance and destruction
on its mind this collection of the rift parts 1 3 features annotations by eisner award winning writer gene luen yang american born chinese
and artists gurihiru thor and the warriors four with a brand new sketchbook section
Avatar: The Last Airbender The Art of the Animated Series Deluxe (Second Edition) 2020-11-24 join series creators bryan konietzko and
michael dante dimartino for a behind the scenes look at hundreds of pieces of concept design and production art as they take you on a
guided tour through the development of this smash hit television series in this new edition of the beloved artbook learn how avatar the
last airbender took shape from the very first sketch through the series finale and beyond publisher s description
Avatar: The Last Airbender - The Lost Adventures 2011-06-14 for three years millions of eager fans tuned in to watch new episodes of
nickelodeon s hit animated series avatar the last airbender ever since fans have been hungry for more and now their wait is finally over
this volume collects the long out of print fan favorite comics previously published in nickelodeon magazine and with the airbender dvds
plus over seventy brand new comics pages that s twenty six stories set in airbender continuity by a host of top notch talent many of whom
worked on the original animated series a must have for any airbender fan twenty six in continuity stories plus bonus content the latest
release in an ongoing partnership between nickelodeon and dark horse to bring you the very best in airbender books
Avatar: The Last Airbender--North and South Part One 2016-09-27 when aang leaves to aid zuko with the kemurikage katara and sokka return to
the southern water tribe by themselves katara is shocked to find that her beloved village has become a bustling city with none other than
their father hakoda in charge a northerner named malina seems to be behind this change pushing the north and south to be more unified but
what are her true goals written and drawn by the creative team behind the best selling the search the rift and smoke and shadow gene luen
yang and gurihiru in collaboration with avatar the last airbender and legend of korra creators michael dante dimartino and bryan konietzko
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this is the ultimate continuation of avatar and the perfect companion to legend of korra
Avatar: The Last Airbender--North and South Omnibus 2022-02-22 created by bryan konietzko michael dante demartino
Avatar: The Last Airbender - Smoke and Shadow Part Two 2015-12-29 with the disappearances of children in the fire nation capitol avatar
aang and his friends are doing everything they can to find out what is going on aang and zuko must work together to keep the peace but the
emergence of the new ozai society and the mysterious kemurikage from legend appearing may prove to be too much even for the avatar when the
true culprit of the kidnappings is revealed written and drawn by the creative team behind the best selling the promise the search and the
rift gene luen yang and gurihiru in collaboration with avatar the last airbender and legend of korra creators michael dante dimartino and
bryan konietzko this is the ultimate continuation of avatar and the perfect companion to legend of korra
Avatar: The Last Airbender - Smoke and Shadow Part 2 2015-12-29 with the disappearances of children in the fire nation capital avatar aang
and his friends are doing everything they can to find out who or what is responsible aang and zuko must work together to keep the peace but
the emergence of the new ozai society and the appearance of the mysterious kemurikage of legend may prove to be too much even for the
avatar when the true culprit of the kidnappings is revealed the official continuation of airbender from its creators michael dante
dimartino and bryan konietzko the perfect companion to the legend of korra
Avatar: The Last Airbender--North and South Part Three 2017-05-09 fire lord zuko and earth king kuei arrive in the southern water tribe
amid protests of gilak s imprisonment while the leaders hold council to solidify malina and hakoda s unification plans gilak breaks free
and leads a powerful rebellion in the face of these two opposing tribes katara will have to make peace with her nostalgia and distrust to
save the home she loves from being permanently torn apart written and drawn by the creative team behind the best selling the search the
rift and smoke and shadow gene luen yang and gurihiru in collaboration with avatar the last airbender and legend of korra creators michael
dante dimartino and bryan konietzko this is the ultimate continuation of avatar and the perfect companion to legend of korra
Avatar: The Last Airbender--Smoke and Shadow Omnibus 2021-10-05 the fire nation is threatened by a prophecy told by the kemurikage
mysterious figures thought only to exist in legend remove zuko from the throne or the country will perish avatar aang and his friends
escort zuko and his family back to the capital completely unaware of the looming threat growing in the city unrest is brewing as the new
ozai society prepares to make its move against the crown and children begin to go missing from their homes under mysterious circumstances
revisit the adventure of avatar the last airbender smoke and shadow with this all new omnibus edition collecting all three original parts
for the first time in one digital book collects avatar the last airbender smoke and shadow parts 1 3
Avatar: The Last Airbender - The Search Library Edition 2014-02-18 the biggest mystery of avatar the fate of fire lord zuko s mother is
revealed in this remarkable oversized hardcover collecting parts 1 3 of the search from airbender creators michael dante dimartino and
bryan konietzko featuring annotations by eisner award winning writer gene luen yang american born chinese and artistic team gurihiru
thorand the warriors four and a brand new sketchbook this is a story that avatar fans need in an edition they will love the official
continuation of airbender from its creators and best selling writer gene luen yang collecting the search parts 1 3 with tons of extras a
wonderful reintroduction to the world of aang and his merry band of benders nerdist
Avatar: The Last Airbender - The Promise Part 2 2013-07-02 aang and katara are working tirelessly for peace when an impasse between fire
lord zuko and earth king kuei over fire nation colonies within the borders of the earth nation threatens to plunge the world back into war
meanwhile sokka must help toph prepare her hapless first class of metalbending students to defend their school against a rival class of
firebenders written by eisner winner and national book award nominee gene luen yang american born chinese
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Avatar 2010 young waterbender katara and her warrior brother sokka rescue a mysterious boy named aang who is an airbender and the long lost
avatar whose destiny it is to save the world original
Avatar: The Last Airbender--Imbalance Library Edition 2020-06-16 aang faces a decision from which there is no return when aang katara sokka
and toph return to earthen fire industries the factory owned by toph s father aang is surprised when their arrival is met with a cold
shoulder as soon as the team is asked for help at a business council meeting the reason for the slight becomes clear a massive bender
versus non bender conflict has gripped the town and is threatening to turn violent in order to heal the divide and save the town aang and
the team will all face tough decisions about power and identity that could tear them apart written by faith erin hicks the adventures of
superhero girl the nameless city and drawn by peter wartman stonebreaker in collaboration with avatar the last airbender creators michael
dante dimartino and bryan konietzko this is the ultimate continuation of avatar collects avatar the last airbender imbalance parts 1 3 atla
volumes 16 18
Sozin's Comet: The Final Battle (Avatar: The Last Airbender) 2013-07-26 experience the four part season three avatar the last airbender
finale like never before through the eyes of your favorite avatar characters aang zuko azula fire lord ozai sokka katara and uncle iroh
includes a totally exclusive interview with avatar creators michael dante dimartino and bryan konietzko as well as some of their early
sketches of the avatar world and characters
Avatar: The Last Airbender - Team Avatar Tales 2019-10-15 this anthology from the world of avatar the last airbender features all your
favorite characters brought to life by a cast of all star creators journey along with team avatar as they rescue a pumpkin farmer waylaid
by monsters go undercover in the fire nation help an old rival with a hair raising problem and reflect on what it means to save the world
featuring the work of gene luen yang avatar the last airbender north and south faith erin hicks the nameless city carla speed mcneil finder
ron koertge vampire planet dave scheidt dreamworks trolls wrapped up sara goetter dungeon critters boozle and more this anthology features
stories both hilarious and heartwarming features brand new short stories set in the world of avatar the last airbender this volume also
includes the short stories rebound shells and sisters previously released for free comic book day and never before collected
Avatar: The Last Airbender: The Promise Library Edition 2013-02-19 the avatar s adventures continue right where the tv series left off in
this beautiful oversized hardcover of the promise from airbender creators michael dante dimartino and bryan konietzko and eisner and harvey
award winner gene luen yang aang and friends must join together once again as the four nations tenuous peace is threatened in an impasse
between fire lord zuko and earth king kuei as the world heads toward another devastating war aang s friendship with zuko throws him into
the middle of the conflict collects avatar the last airbender the promise parts 1 3 plus a brand new sketchbook
Avatar: The Last Airbender--Imbalance Part Two 2019-05-14 aang and team avatar race to resolve rising tensions between benders and non
benders before a town is torn apart there s something fishy going on in cranefish town and it s up to aang katara sokka and toph to find
out what before the simmering conflict between benders and non benders boils over into all out war but danger lurks where they least expect
it and uncovering the truth will reveal a threat unlike any they ve ever faced and a fateful choice for aang he can never unmake written by
faith erin hicks the adventures of superhero girl the nameless city and drawn by peter wartman stonebreaker in collaboration with avatar
the last airbender creators michael dante dimartino and bryan konietzko this is the ultimate continuation of avatar
Avatar, The Last Airbender: The Shadow of Kyoshi (Chronicles of the Avatar Book 2) 2020-07-21 the epic can t miss follow up to the instant
new york times bestselling avatar the last airbender the rise of kyoshi now in paperback kyoshi s place as the true avatar has finally been
cemented but at a heavy cost with her mentors gone kyoshi struggles to keep the peace in a world full of corruption and violence but while
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her reputation grows a mysterious threat emerges from the spirit world kyoshi s travels take her to the fire nation where she reunites with
rangi and becomes the fire lord s guest of honor for an important cultural holiday but underneath the celebration lies a dangerous game of
court politics and when the palace itself is attacked she rangi and their allies must deliver justice before the fire nation is consumed by
strife this thrilling follow up to the new york times bestselling avatar the last airbender the rise of kyoshi continues kyoshi s journey
from a girl of humble origins to the merciless pursuer of justice still feared and admired centuries after becoming the avatar
Avatar: the Last Airbender - the Poster Collection 2015 the beloved television series avatar the last airbender has won fans of all ages
over the years relive this award winning show with a set of 20 high quality art prints in this dark horse poster book collection show
creators bryan konietzko and michael dante dimartino select 20 of their favorite images from the series and dark horse packages them in
this 12 x 16 poster book all are easily removable and suitable for framing
Avatar: The Last Airbender--The Lost Adventures and Team Avatar Tales Library Edition 2020-11-10 the comics continuation of nickelodeon s
hit series avatar the last airbender returns with a treasure trove of short stories collected for the first time in hardcover follow team
avatar as they journey through the four nations from earth king kuei to the kyoshi warriors and mai to the boulder your favorite avatar the
last airbender friends are back for a wide ranging exploration of life in their world and where they go danger fun and hijinks are sure to
follow this full colour hardcover collects short stories from the lost adventures and team avatar tales and includes the work of fan
favorite creators like michael dante dimartino gene luen yang gurihiru faith erin hicks kiku hughes and many more add this gorgeous
collection to your bookshelf today
Avatar: The Last Airbender-Imbalance Part One 2018-12-18 the official continuation of airbender from its creators michael dante dimartino
and bryan konietzko written by faith erin hicks the adventures of superhero girl the nameless city and drawn by peter wartman stonebreaker
in collaboration with avatar the last airbender creators michael dante dimartino and bryan konietzko this is the ultimate continuation of
avatar when aang katara sokka and toph return to earthen fire industries the factory owned by toph s father team avatar finds that the once
small town is now booming expecting a warm welcome aang is surprised when their arrival is met with unimpressed cold shouldered spectators
as soon as the team is asked for help at a business council meeting the reason for the slight becomes clear a massive bender versus non
bender conflict has gripped the town and is threatening to turn violent
Avatar the Last Airbender 2 2012 aang and katara work to maintain peace between the fire lord zuko and earth king kuei while sokka helps
toph prepare her metalbending school to defend itself against a rival class of firebenders
Avatar: The Last Airbender--Smoke and Shadow Library Edition 2016-10-04 the fire nation is threatened by a prophecy told by the kemurikage
mysterious figures thought only to exist in legend remove zuko from the throne or the country will perish unrest is brewing as the new ozai
society prepares to make its move against the crown and children begin to go missing from their homes under mysterious circumstances avatar
aang and his friends are doing everything in their power to save them but will it be enough this special oversized edition of smoke and
shadow features volumes 1 3 with annotations by writer gene luen yang and artists gurihiru as well as a sketchbook section with new behind
the scenes material collects avatar the last airbender smoke and shadow volumes 1 3
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